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Core Unit 1.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

L.O. 
Lesson 4: How old are you? 

Leçon 4: Quel âge as-tu? 
 
 
 

Success Criteria: 

Input:  
● IWB LESSON:   

Present Vocab and Review Vocab 
● IWB LESSON: 

Noughts and crosses 
● IWB LESSON:   

Question and Answer  
CLASSROOM ACTIVITY: 
For more counting practice and a fun nursery rhyme, teach 
the children "Un, deux, trois, nous irons au bois" — “One, 
Two, Three, We’re Going to the Woods”.  This is easy to find 
on the internet.  Ask the children to identify the numbers and 
the words that rhyme with them. 
 
Task: 
● PRINTABLE:  Worksheet  
● PRINTABLE:  Flashcards  

Use the printable flashcards, or find some pictures of 
birthday badges or candles on birthday cakes from the 
internet.  Ask the children to use the correct sentence 
from the lesson to match each picture. 

● CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:   
Get the children to practise numbers 1-6 by playing a 
simple board game.  Each time they roll the dice they 
must say the number that they roll aloud in French. 

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:   
Sit the children in a circle and go around the circle, counting 
from 1-10 in French — each child says one number and when 
they get to 10 the next child starts again.  As they get more 

Vocabulary: 
un          one 
deux         two 
trois         three 
quatre         four 
cinq         five 
six         six 
sept         seven 
huit         eight 
neuf         nine 
dix         ten 
 
Question and Answer: 
Quel âge as-tu?  
 How old are you? 
J'ai … ans. 
 I’m … years old. 

 

BRONZE 



confident with the numbers, you can give them a ball to 
throw across the circle to any child, who will say the next 
number and pass the ball on. 
 
Plenary: 
 
● This lesson includes numbers 1-10.  The conversation will 

enable children to say how old they are in French.  If the 
children in your class are older than ten, you might need 
“onze” (11) or “douze” (12).  Numbers 11-20 are in Unit 
2, Lesson 3. 

● “Un” means “one” — it changes to “une” if you’re talking 
about one feminine noun — “une sœur” (“a sister”). 

● “Un” can also mean “a” or “an”. 
“J’ai huit ans” literally means “I have eight years.”  This uses 
the verb “avoir” (“to have”).  Take a look at p.49 of the 
Teacher Handbook to see how to conjugate “avoir”. 
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L.O. 
Lesson 5: My family 

Leçon 5: Ma famille 
 
 
 

Success Criteria: 

Input:  
● IWB LESSON:   

Present Vocab and Review Vocab  
● IWB LESSON:   

Hit it!  
● IWB LESSON:   

Question and Answer 
IWB LESSON:   
True or false? 
 
Task: 
● PRINTABLE:  Worksheet  
● IWB  PHONICS:   

Investigate the French ‘è’ sound  
(see Simple Vowel Sounds) 
You might want to play ‘Can you hear it?’ with your class 
to see if they can identify the ‘è’ sound in some 
unfamiliar words.  

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:   
Ask the children to make up a family and draw and label their 
family tree using the vocabulary they’ve learned in this lesson 
— the family members could be monsters or animals to make 
the pictures more interesting. 
 
Plenary:  
This lesson introduces some vocabulary for immediate family 
members.  You might want to include other family members 
such as “stepmother” — “belle-mère”, “stepfather” — “beau-
père”, “stepsister” / “half-sister” — “demi-sœur” or 
“stepbrother” / “half-brother” — “demi-frère”. 
● If you’re asking children to write the names for French 

family members, remind them to include the accent on 
the letter “è” when needed — the words aren’t spelt 
correctly without it.   

● “Ma sœur” — you should use an “œ” to spell “ma sœur”.  
Practise writing out French characters such as “œ” and 
“ç” with your class, so they get used to writing them. 

● This lesson also uses the possessive adjectives “mon” and 
“ma” to mean “my”.  Use “mon” for masculine words 

Vocabulary: 
ma mère my mother 
mon père my father 
ma sœur                 my sister 
mon frère my brother 
ma grand-mère my 
grandmother 
mon grand-père my 
grandfather 
 
Question and Answer: 
C'est qui? 
 Who is it? 
Voici...  
                Here is... 

 



and “ma” for feminine words.  See p.45 of the Teacher 
Handbook. 

“Voici” means “here is” — it’s a really handy word to learn. 
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L.O. 
 

Lesson 6: My fantastic family 
Leçon 6: Ma famille fantastique 

 
 

Success Criteria: 

Input:  
● REVISION ACTIVITY:   

In preparation for the story, get your class to count out 
loud, in chorus, from 1-10.  Then hold up flashcards of 
family members from Lesson 5 to check that pupils have 
remembered those pieces of vocabulary. 

● IWB LESSON:   
Present Vocab and Review Vocab 

● IWB LESSON:   
Story: ‘Ma famille fantastique’ 

● PRINTABLE:   
Worksheet and Story Quiz 

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:   
Ask the children to work in small groups to act out “Ma 
famille fantastique” (“My fantastic family”).  Encourage them 
to use actions and as much French as they can remember. 
 
Task  
CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:   
Get the class to write some more lines to add to the story.  
For example,  “Voici mon père — Cédric.  Il a cinq biscuits — 
un, deux, trois, quatre, cinq.” (“Here is my father — Cédric.  
He has five biscuits — one, two, three, four, five. ”).  You can 
use a bilingual dictionary to look up new nouns to use.: 
 
Plenary: 
This simple story is a good basis for a revision lesson — it 
uses some of the vocabulary from the previous lessons. 
● “Tout le monde” literally means “all the world”, but in 

French it means “everyone”.  You can use it when talking 
to your class — “Bonjour tout le monde!” (“Hello 
everyone!”). 

● “Je vous présente” (“Let me introduce”) — “vous” means 
“you” when you’re talking to more than one person.  You 
need to include it here because really you’re saying “Let 
me introduce (to you)”. 

Vocabulary : 
tout le monde     everyone 
voici               here is 
inventer des histoires  
                              to make up 
stories  
j’aime               I like 

 



There are some new French words in this story, but they’re 
very similar to the same words in English — “un tigre”, “un 
elephant”, “un acrobate” — these are called cognates, there 
are quite a lot of them in the French language.  Ask the 
children to point them out and comment on any spelling 
differences. 
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Unit J 
On Holiday 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

L.O. 
 

Lesson 3: At the zoo 
Leçon 3: Au zoo 

 
 

Success Criteria: 

Input:  
● IWB LESSON:   

Present Vocab and Review Vocab 
● IWB LESSON:   

Trolley dash 
● IWB LESSON:   

Question and Answer 2 
Split your class into pairs and get one pupil in each 
pair to ask the other one what their favourite animal 
is.  The other pupil should reply with a full sentence, 
and then ask the first pupil what their favourite 
animal is.  

 
Task: 
CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:   
Get pupils to think of three more animals that they might 
see at a zoo, and look up their French names in a bilingual 
dictionary.  They should then try pronouncing the names 
of the animals they’ve looked up. 
● IWB LESSON:   

Question and Answer 1   
This Question and Answer introduces pupils to the 
perfect past tense so it’s a useful introduction to later 
units containing this tense. 

● PRINTABLE:  Worksheet  
● CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:   

If you take your pupils to the zoo, ask them to the 
name the animals in French as they go round — e.g. 
“C’est un tigre!” (“It’s a tiger!”).  Ask them to talk 
about their trip when they return and say what they 
saw using the sentence structure from Question and 
Answer 1.  You could use a video clip of a zoo instead. 

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:   
Do “un sondage” (“a survey”) of the pupils’ favourite 
animals.  Get them to present their findings in a mini 
presentation — “L’animal préféré de X personnes est le 
tigre.” (“The favourite animal of X people is the tiger.”)  
Recap numbers 1-31 from Core Units 1, 2 and 3 if 
necessary. 
 

Vocabulary: 
un tigre  a tiger  
une girafe a giraffe 
un éléphant an elephant 
un pingouin a penguin 
un singe  a monkey 
un rhinocéros a rhinoceros 
un lion  a lion 
un ours  a bear 
un perroquet a parrot 
 
Question and Answer 1: 
Qu'est-ce que tu as vu au zoo?    
What did you see at the zoo? 
J'ai vu...   I saw... 
 
Question and Answer 2: 
Quel est ton animal préféré au zoo? 
What is your favourite animal at the 
zoo? 
Mon animal préféré est… 
My favourite animal is… 

 



Plenary: 
● Question & Answer 1 uses the perfect past tense (le 

passé composé).  For more information on how to 
form this tense, see p.50 of the Teacher Handbook. 

● “Qu’est-ce que” is added to the front of sentences to 
turn them into an open question.  Refer to p.52-54 of 
the Teacher Handbook for more on how to form 
questions. 

● The indefinite articles (“un” / “une”) used on the 
vocabulary screen need to be changed to the definite 
article (“le” / “la”) in the responses in Question and 
Answer 2.  For more about using articles, have a look 
at p.37 of the Teacher Handbook. 

Note that “préféré” (“favourite”) in Question and Answer 
2 goes after the noun — adjectives generally go after the 
noun in French.  See p.43 of the Teacher Handbook for 
more information. 
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L.O. 
 

Lesson 4: At the beach 
Leçon 4: À la plage 

 
 

Success Criteria: 

Input:  
● IWB LESSON:   

Present Vocab and Review Vocab 
● IWB LESSON: 

Spell it! 
● IWB LESSON:   

Question and Answer 1 
CLASSROOM ACTIVITY: 
Use a sandpit or fill a plastic box with sand.  Find items 
to represent each of the items of vocabulary from the 
Present Vocab screen and hide them in the sand (you 
could also use the Flashcards for this lesson).  Ask 
pupils “Qu'est-ce qu'il y a à la plage?” (“What is there 
at the beach?”) and get them to find an object in the 
sand and reply to your sentence with the appropriate 
full sentence in French. 
 
Task: 
● IWB LESSON:   

Question and Answer 2 
● PRINTABLE:  Worksheet  
● PRINTABLE:  Flashcards  

Use the printable Flashcards from the lesson, and 
the number Flashcards from Core 1, Lesson 4.  
Ask the children to use the correct sentence from 
Question and Answer 2 to match each 
combination of flashcards. 

● CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:   
Take the pupils to the beach and ask them to 
name the various items that they have learned 
from the Present Vocab screen, in French.  If you 
can’t go to the beach, try the same activity using a 
video clip. 

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:   
Get pupils to take turns to draw a picture of one of the 
items of vocabulary on the board.  They must draw 
their picture slowly, asking the rest of the class 
“Qu’est-ce que c’est?” (“What is it?”) after each few 

Vocabulary: 
un crabe  a crab 
du sable (m) some sand 
un bateau a boat 
un requin a shark 
une glace an ice cream 
des vagues (f) some waves 
un surfeur a surfer 
un château de sable  
  a sandcastle 
une mouette a seagull 
 
Question and Answer 1: 
Qu'est-ce qu'il y a à la plage? 
What is there at the beach? 
Il y a…  There is/are... 
 
Question and Answer 2: 
Combien de … as-tu vu à la plage? 
How many … did you see at the 
beach? 
J'ai vu…   I saw… 

 



lines.  The rest of the class must guess what’s being 
drawn and call out their answers in French — “C’est…” 
(“It’s…”). 
 
Plenary: 
● “Des vagues” (“some waves”) and “du sable” 

(“some sand”) can’t be quantified — this is why 
they have “some” in front of them.  Have a look at 
p.39-40 of the Teacher Handbook for more about 
“de”. 

● “Un château de sable” translates literally as “a 
castle of sand”. 

● In Question and Answer 1, “qu’est-ce que” 
(“what”) is added to the front of a statement to 
turn it into an open question.  See p.52-54 of the 
Teacher Handbook for more on forming 
questions. 

● In Question and Answer 2, replace the numbers 
in the responses with any appropriate number.  
For more able pupils, use all the numbers up to 31 
(these are covered in Core Units 1-3). 

● Most nouns just have an additional “s” on the end 
to make them plural, but “bateau” (“boat”) and 
“château” (“castle”) need an “x” to make them 
plural.  For more on forming plurals, see p.41 of 
the Teacher Handbook. 

The pronunciation of regular plurals tends to be the 
same as the singular versions — the final “s” is silent. 
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L.O. 
 

Lesson 5: At the theme park 
Leçon 5: Au parc d’attractions 

 
 

Success Criteria: 

Input:  
● IWB LESSON:   

Present Vocab and Review Vocab  
● IWB LESSON:   

Hangman  
● IWB LESSON:   

Question and Answer 1 
CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:   
Hand out some theme park leaflets.  Ask pupils to 
prepare on paper a presentation in French about the 
theme park.  They can say what the theme park is 
called using “Le parc d’attractions s’appelle X.” (“The 
theme park is called X.”).  They can make the 
sentences more complex using numbers, colours and 
adjectives — “Il y a deux manèges jaunes.” (“There are 
two yellow carousels.”).  Remind them that colours 
and adjectives have to agree with the noun they’re 
describing — see p.42 of the Teacher Handbook for 
more information.  Get pupils to then deliver their 
presentations to the rest of the class. 
 
Task: 
● IWB LESSON: 

Question and Answer 2 
● PRINTABLE:  Worksheet  
● IWB  PHONICS:   

Investigate the French ‘è’ sound  
(see Simple Vowel Sounds) 
You might want to play ‘Can you hear it?’ with 
your class to see if they can identify the ‘è’ sound 
in some unfamiliar words.  

● CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:  
Ask pupils to design their own theme parks and 
label their drawings with sentences in French. 

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:  
Using sentences from the Question and Answer 
screens, describe what you can see on an (imaginary) 
trip to a theme park.  Ask the pupils to draw the scene 
that you’re describing. 
 

Vocabulary: 
un parc d'attractions  
J'ai pris… I went on… 
                 a theme park 
une grande roue 
                 a big wheel 
des montagnes russes (f) 
                 a rollercoaster 
un train fantôme 
                 a ghost train 
un manège            a carousel 
de la barbe à papa  
                 some candy floss 
une maison hantée  
                 a haunted house 
un bateau pirate   
                 a pirate ship 
un toboggan aquatique 
                 a water slide  
un pédalo              a pedalo 
 
Question and Answer 1: 
Qu'est-ce qu'il y a au parc 
d'attractions?       
What is there at the theme park?  
Il y a…  There is/are… 
 
Question and Answer 2: 
Qu'est-ce que tu as pris au parc 
d'attractions? 
What did you go on at the theme 
park? 
 

 



Plenary: 
● “Des montagnes russes” (“a rollercoaster”) is 

singular in English but plural and feminine in 
French.  If you want to put an adjective with it, 
you need to make the adjective plural and 
feminine too.  See p.42 of the Teacher Handbook 
for more on adjective agreement. 

● “La barbe à papa” (“the candyfloss”) literally 
means “daddy’s beard” — this fun fact might 
make it easier for pupils to remember the word. 

● “De la barbe à papa” (“some candyfloss”) can’t be 
quantified — “a candyfloss” would sound strange 
in both English and French.  “De la” means 
“some” — for more about articles and “de”, see 
p.39 of the Teacher Handbook. 

● Question and Answer 2 is in the perfect past 
tense (le passé composé).  See p.50 of the Teacher 
Handbook for details about using this tense.  
“Pris” is the past participle of “prendre” (“to 
take”) — it’s an irregular verb.   

“J’ai pris le manège.” (“I went on the carousel.”) 
literally translates as “I took the carousel.”. 
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Lesson 6: The theme park 
Leçon 6: Le parc d’attractions 

 
 

Success Criteria: 

Input:  
● REVISION ACTIVITY: 

Ask pupils what they do and don’t like doing at a 
theme park in English.  Then get them to say as 
many of the words as they can remember from 
Lesson 5, in French.  This will help recap the 
theme park vocabulary that appears in the story 
that they will read in this lesson. 

● IWB LESSON:   
Present Vocab and Review Vocab 

● IWB LESSON:   
Story: ‘Le parc d’attractions’ 
 

Task: 
PRINTABLE:   
Worksheet and Story Quiz 
● CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:   

Ask pupils to make a cartoon strip based on the 
story and write their speech bubbles in French. 

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY:   
Get pupils to rewrite the story, changing the 
attractions that appear in each part.  They can also 
give different reasons for why Lise dislikes certain 
things.  Encourage them to use a dictionary if they 
need to. 
 
Plenary: 
● This story is about a trip to a theme park on a 

family holiday.  It brings together vocabulary from 
different lessons in the unit and is written in the 
perfect past tense. 

● Ask pupils whether they notice anything about 
the tense of the phrase — “on a mangé” (“we 
ate”) — it’s in the perfect past tense (see p.50 of 
the Teacher Handbook).   

● “On” means “we” in this story.  It can also mean 
“one” or “they”. 

● “Ennuyeux” changes to “ennuyeuse” when it’s 
used to describe a feminine noun.  For more on 

Vocabulary : 
les papis (m) grandpas 
d’abord  firstly 
ennuyeux  boring 
horrible  horrible 
on a mangé we ate 

 



adjective agreement, see p.42 of the Teacher 
Handbook. 

“Maman” means “mummy” — it’s a less formal way of 
saying “mère” (“mother”). 

 

 


